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Top of
the class
The former Westbourne School for
Girls has graduated to residential use,
winning honours for style in the process
Photography Neale Smith Words Catherine Coyle

M
What A two-bedroom conversion
Where West end of Glasgow
Interior Design Chelsea McLaine
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any of Glasgow’s grand
terraces and town
houses have not always
been in residential use.
Some, like this blond
sandstone Victorian
villa in the West End, have had a surprising past,
converted into schools or offices, or sheltering an
eclectic variety of societies and organisations. Their
interiors may have been spliced, chopped up and
given new layouts to suit their purposes over the
years, but the majority have retained a sense of period
elegance; and the façades tell the story, regardless of
the condition of what lies inside.
After the Second World War, this particular
building was home to Westbourne School for Girls
until its merger with the Glasgow Academy in the
early 1990s. At that point it was sold off and an
attempt was made to return it to a private residence.
When Margot Paton, design director and founder
of Glasgow-based interior design studio Chelsea
Mclaine came to it, it was in desperate need of some
TLC. The fabric of the building was in good repair,
but the interior was tired, drab and cold. Margot and
her team had a serious job ahead of them, made all
the more challenging by the clients’ desire for an v
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[Below] The Brand Van Egmond chandelier
is a dazzling showstopper and works well
with the Osborne & Little Sereno velvet sofa.
Luxe lime drapes are in a Manuel Canovas
Villa fabric. [Opposite] Zoffany’s Brocatello
wallpaper makes a grand backdrop to this
commanding space

eight-week turnaround, with the work taking place
over the summer. “It was tricky,” recalls Margot,
“because many of our European suppliers shut down
over the summer months. Everything was slow!”
She was determined that logistics wouldn’t
hamper the progress of the project, though. With
the need for bespoke pieces to sympathetically and
appropriately dress the rooms, the designer was
willing to wait. “The clients were quite clear about
what they wanted. They’d seen what we’d done at
our showroom – combining traditional features with
contemporary touches – and they liked it. They also
wanted the wow factor.”
It was a chandelier, now hanging in the former
drawing room, that sparked the design concept.
The clients were keen to have a place that would be
a glamorous and impressive setting for entertaining,
but they also wanted a home that they could really
use, without any fear of spoiling the high-spec
interior design.
The chandelier in question, Hollywood Icicles
by Dutch lighting company Brand Van Egmond,
creates immediate impact, which is impressive in a
room of such grand proportions. “We got one of the
builders to suspend a 63kg weight – which is what the
chandelier weighs – to see if the ceiling could take it!”
recalls the designer.
The drawing room has become a multipurpose
area, fit for modern family life. It is an open space
and yet offers some level of privacy to its occupants.
Windows to the front of the house are huge and
have been dressed in heavy Villa curtains by Manuel
Canovas. The curtain pole had to be templated to fit
the window, with a timber frame erected behind the
wall to support the weight of this luxurious fabric.
White linen blinds have been discreetly hung too;
these ‘disappear’ when raised but give the family
the option of closing themselves off from the street
outside.
v
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[Above] The room’s original features were in great condition and offer a great contrast with the
super-modern Leicht kitchen from Kitchens International. Colour accents, such as the Babylon
Heathfield & Co lamps on the sideboard, break up the muted grey tones. [Below] Clever
storage and neat sliding doors keep paraphernalia hidden from sight

Another grand chandelier
by Brand Van Egmond takes
centre stage in the sleek
kitchen. The colourful chairs
are upholstered in Designers
Guild’s Boratti fabric. The
other chairs are by Chelsea
Mclaine, covered with
Osborne & Little’s Ibis fabric,
and work well with the clean
Zoffany Dusk emulsion walls
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[Clockwise from above] The master suite is masculine and chic, with a sultry roman blind, voile and drapes by Sahco Hesslein; the master en-suite
is by Porcelanosa; fitted wardrobes are dark to complement the mood of the space; a Ryalux luxury velvet carpet and Zoffany Raw Umber walls
give the bedroom a boutique hotel atmosphere

With functionality as important to Margot as
aesthetics, no detail has been overlooked. At the bay
window, for example, realising that this would be the
perfect position for a Christmas tree, she factored in
sunken floor sockets. “We also had to have the two floorstanding lamps made especially for the room,” she says.
“With such high ceilings we needed the correct height,
and with big shades we had to source an extra-wide
fabric in the right colour.”
Across the hall, the kitchen has been designed with
the same level of precision. It was relocated from
the rear of the house to the front at the request of the
owners, and its new position is central to the way the
house operates. Coffee breaks, parties, dinner, evening
television viewing and homework all take place in this
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room, and having it at the front means it gets more
natural light, along with a connection to the world
outside. The design team at Kitchens International
in Glasgow were tasked with laying out the newly
configured space. The kitchen, Leicht’s Avance, is a sleek
and contemporary design that complements the room’s
commanding period detailing.
The rear wall is flush with units, but with no separate
utility space at the property the Kitchen International
team had to be inventive. They devised a tall housing unit
that allows white goods to be stacked vertically on top of
each other, hidden behind a door. Ovens have also been
disguised, and two central open-shelved display units,
lined in a contrasting antique oak, have been built in. All
of this can be hidden beneath the sleek gloss doors, or v
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[Below] The double bed looks small as a result
of the proportions of the architecture. The
walls are painted in two Zoffany colours, SilverHalf and Silver-Double. [Opposite] The Shark
chair was an online find at made.com, adding a
playful touch to a mature kid’s room

“No detail has been overlooked.

functionality is as

important as aesthetics”

the doors can be opened 90 degrees and then pushed back
into slots so that the open run of units are flush to the wall.
It’s a neat and effective solution.
Downdraft extraction works with the smart island unit
that doubles as a breakfast bar, complete with induction
hob. Silestone worktops (in a taupe shade called Unsui)
are understated – but then they can afford to be, thanks
to the centrepiece Crystal Waters chandelier by Brand
Van Egmond. “In a room this big, you need a highlight of
colour,” explains Margot. To this end, occasional chairs
that the clients had in storage have been re-covered in
Designers Guild’s Boratti fabric. The new-generation
digitally printed metallic velvet is washable, so it’s perfect
for family life and well suited to use in a kitchen area.
The master bedroom has a different ambience; indeed,
the mood as you move towards the rear of the house
remains glamorous but becomes subtly more masculine.
Margot has deliberately used a neutral, sultry palette here
in order to create a scheme conducive to relaxation, such as
you’d find at a plush day spa. The Sahco Hesslein drapes,
voile and Roman blind all provide different tonal textures,
while the chaise longue at the end of the bed is covered in
Larsen’s Emi fabric and lends a real boutique-hotel edge to
the room.
With an internal bathroom, natural lighting is always
a challenge but Duncan Heeles, director at Bagno Design
Glasgow, was able to suggest solutions to make this tra
ditional space work. “The ceiling height was difficult,” he
recalls. “We didn’t want to tile all the way to the top – that
would have been too cold – so we took it up to 2.4 metres
and added wallpaper as a feature above.”
v
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A design classic in the Moooi copper-finish chandelier sets the
tone for this elegant bathroom. The intricate wallpaper, Elitis’s
Sa part d’exuberance, looks like tiny mosaic tiles, by while dark
floor and wall tiles make for a spa-like experience

The clients had spotted the bath, Bagno Design’s Rhapsody, in the showroom window and
were determined to build their room around this elegant contemporary piece. Rather than
studding the ceiling with spotlights that would flood the room with harsh light, bulkheads
were built out around the bath, with a picture light above the Portobello classic mirror and
some discreet accent lights in the alcoves and under the basin. Moooi’s copper-finished
chandelier sets a glamorous, extravagant tone. The dark Kaleido Nero tiles create a moody
atmosphere but the whole space is lifted by the unique wallpaper, Sa part d’exuberance by
Elitis. Embossed to look like tiny glass mosaic tiles, it looks as if it is made of mother of
pearl and has the same iridescent sheen. “The only difference from a normal wallpaper,”
says Margot, “is that a stronger adhesive is used when hanging the paper.” It successfully
softens quite a masculine scheme by breaking up the dark tiling and giving the room a dado
rail of sorts.
Across the hall, in a room with grand Victorian proportions, the challenge was to create
a child’s bedroom without it looking gimmicky. “The trick is putting together a room that
will age as the child does,” says Margot. The double bed (dwarfed by the ceiling height) has
been moved to allow for greater floor space (the current occupant spends a lot time building
Lego) and colourful touches like the Shark chair from made.com and the multi-arm ceiling
pendant hint at a kid’s space without resorting to Disney motifs or gender-stereotyped styling.
It’s mature, classic and fits seamlessly with the style of this elegant family conversion. �
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